
LES NONIÈRES    LE PERCY

Drôme

European Cultural Route
SUR LES PAS DES HUGUENOTS

17,3 km 1 108 m

6h 1 194 m

HIKING GUIDE

Tourist Office Mens : 04 76 34 84 25 - www.trieves-tourisme.fr
Tourist Office Châtillon-en-Diois : 04 75 21 10 07

Services at the beginning and at the end of each stage

Les Nonières Le Percy
Hotel • 

Bed and breakfast • 
Taxi on request

Hotel • Bed and Breakfast • 
Segment dwelling (Percy Town hall : 

04 76 34 46 04) • Restaurant • 
Taxi on request (04 76 34 42 42) • Bus stop

Among the Diois’s mountains, 
between Châtillon-en-Diois 
and Clelles, lies the commune 
of Treschenu-Creyers with 
its five hamlets. With a po-
pulation of approximately 
100, Nonières is the principal 
hamlet and is located alongside 
the road that leads to the Menée 
pass (1457m). This pass is 
considered to be the limit 
between the Trièves plateau 
and the Diois.
In the local dialect, «Treschenu» 
means « three channels 
«, that is the three ravines 
dug by three torrents: Sa-
reymond; Combeau, and 
Archiane. Their confluence 
is situated in Menée, geo-
graphical center of the mu-
nicipality.
The first signs of human activity 
were observed in the caves of 
Pellebit, at the foot of the cliff 
which overhangs Mensac. This 
was an exploitation of flint, dating 
from the fifth millennium BC.
The Gallo-Roman period left 
few signs in the village.
In 610, an abbey of moniales 
was established somewhere in 

the valley of Combeau. In spite of 
its isolation, this convent prospe-
red until its destruction in 735 by 
the Saracens. It is likely that this 
convent was in Nonières, village 
who’s name comes undoubtedly 
from these nuns. A stone container 
was recovered from the ruins to 
become the fountain of Nonières, 
as well as the stoup visible in the 
church.
In the feudal period, the counts 
reign over Diois, power that they 
quarrel over with the bishops of 
Die. The seigneury of Châtillon is 
the cause of many disputes, the first 
one of which is arbitrated in 1242 
in the castle of Treschenu, whose 
ruins we can see between Menée 
and Mensac, in the valley of Ar-
chiane. Finally, a part of the barony 
of Châtillon, approximately the ac-
tual municipality of Treschenu, is 
joined to the pastoral of Esparron in 
Trièves and forms a separate domain, 
controlling the exchanges by the 
Pass of Menée. At the Revolution, 
the division into departments separates 
the lands of both hillsides of the 
pass, and the municipality of 
Treschenu is created.
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LES NONIERES THE PASS OF MENÉE

This pass was always a main artery, 
probably equipped with a road from 
the Roman period.
The muleteers, in the Middle Ages, 
brought to Trièves wine from Die and 
on the way back, loaded their frames 
with cereals, textiles and nails produced 
by this industrious region. Sign of the 
importance of this passage, it was 
guarded by a Knight Templars’ com-
manderie, a vestige of which is an 
arched cellar, close to the actual farm 

of the pass.
The business connections continued 
till the end of the 19th century, but 
they fall as a result of the opening of 
the road over the Pass of Grimone, 
preceding by fifteen years that of the 
Pass of Menée. Today the pass remains a 
direct communication route between 
Die and Grenoble, and a touristic 
road; but it has lost its commercial 
importance.
After 1685, approximately 3000 Protestants 
of the Drôme valley, crossed this pass 
to reach Geneva and other countries 
where, despite the revocation of the 
Edict of Nantes, the influence of 
Protestantism lived on during the 
17th century. Every year, under the 
Menée pass cross, Protestants from 
the Trièves and Diois commemorate 
the flight of refuges across this pass. 
The Menée pass is often mistakenly 
translated as the «midnight pass» due 
to the nocturnal movement by Hu-
guenots, however the name is derived 
from the swiss term «menée» which 
means snowdrifts.

Sources: Municipal Website (http: //www.
treschenu-creyers.com), Elements of history 
- Véronique Pitte 
Un home, un village - A man, a village - Séverine 
Beaumier 
Vallée de la Drôme et terres voisines - Valley 
of the Drôme and the lands neighbours, Patrick 
Ollivier- Elliott.

Le Rocher d’Archiane

La croix du Col de Menée

Project co-financed by the European Community under the LEADER program
www.surlespasdeshuguenots.eu/en/
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 Description

To leave the hamlet of Nonières follow the GR® markings. Continue to the 
East on the path that runs alongside the right bank of the stream. 300m before the 
Sapet waterfall, head left, up to a higher path and follow it for 1km. Turn left and 
head up a trail, which, after several zigzags, reaches the departmental road RD120 
(linking Châtillon-en-Diois and Clelles via the Col de Menée).
RD 120

Follow the road to the right and head uphill for 500m. Take the forest path on 
your right and descend until the stream (1141m). Once again, take the departmental 
road for 50 m and make a right to join with the trail again.

Reach the bottom of the valley. Make a left at the signpost for Le Passeau, 
cross the stream and make a right. Head up the right side of the valley, alongside a 
stream (GR markings and little cairns), traverse the woods, and join the mountain 
pastures. Further along, cross a small stream and climb along it’s right bank.

Make a left, the GR®965 “Huguenot trail” leaves the long distance footpath 
GR®93 to head towards the pass and the Croix de Menée (Menée cross). Signpost 
for Paturages de Jaboui.

At the Croix de Menée, follow the signpost’s indications downwards for 
Monestier-du-Percy. Cross the road and continue down via a large path that 
leads to the Fanjat spring. Continue straight on towards Monestier-du-Percy.

In Serre Brûlé make a left towards Esparron.
In Champs (1160m) continue to the left.
At the Esparron farm follow the dirt road that descends, crosses the stream, 

and continues on to the Scie bridge. Be careful as the junction is well to the left 
of the path.

Take the trail on the left and ford La Scie. Follow this trail until Chabulière 
(make sure to ignore the path on the right towards Viaduc de Casseyre).

From Chabulière, head down the road until the parking. Make a right, 
then a left, and head towards Le Percy. In Les Blancs, join with the road, cross 
the railroad tracks and the national road. Follow the departmental road D13 
with signs towards Le Percy / Monestier-du-Percy / Mens. In the bend in the 
road that follows, take the trail on the right. Join the road, make a left and 
follow the road until Le Percy (790m).

End of this portion of the trail
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Marking :

The hiking trails GR® and the country hiking trails GRP®, marked out by white-red and/or yellow-red markings, are created by the 
FFRandonnée. They are protected in conformance with the intellectual property code and the markings are registered at the INPI. 
Nobody can use those markings without an express authorization. GR® hiking trails and GRP® country hiking trails are registered 
trademarks, as well as the white-red and yellow-red color markings. 


